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All her life, Riley's followed in her perfect sister's footsteps, but now that she's graduated high

school, she's not sure who she really is. When she meets Zeke, a brooding artist who's the very

definition of trouble, she decides to throw caution to the wind and set her sights on a guy no good

girl would dare bring home to her parents.Just when things are looking promising with Zeke, in steps

Linus, a genuinely nice gamer who's just a little (or a lot) geeky for Riley's tastes. But where Zeke is

the bad boy she's always dreamed of, Linus just might be her knight in shining armor.By the end of

the summer, she's going to have choose, but if she takes too long, she just might lose them

both...The books in this series share characters, but each is a complete story and may be read as a

standalone.
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This is typically not my genre that I'm interested in, but after reading other fantasy series by

Tapscott I thought I would give it a go. It was the PERFECT stay in bed, curl up with a coffee and

enjoy a few hours to yourself. It was what I needed after a busy week. I was lost in the characters



and it was perfect how Tapscott wrote about the "love triangle" in a way that hasn't already been

done a million times over where the reader is rolling their eyes at it. This was just perfect- 5 stars!

I am a big fan of Glitter and Sparkle, so I was excited when the second book in the series was

announced and even more so when it showed up on my Kindle this morning. Shine and Shimmer is

a quick and easy read, but oh so charming. This time the story revolves around Riley and her

navigation of that often awkward transition from high school to college. I loved seeing the growth in

her character, but the character I adored was Linus. He is totally worth a companion novella

(pleeeease!!) Linus showed that being a nice guy does not equate to being a boring guy. He was

brave, geeky, charming, and eminently lovable. A truly sweet, romantic read. Looking forward to

book 3 in this series. 4.5 stars

This was cute, well-written, clean, and had an overall nice story line.The romance was a pretty

slow-burn type of romance. It's just personal preference but that's why I'm only giving it four stars.

There was a lot more friendship than romance. This was mostly due to Riley's feelings being all over

the place.

Loved this one! I loved the first one, Glitter and Sparkle, too and I can't wait for the next one about

Harper. This book took me right back to my summer after high school. Riley is a really fun and

lovable character and you can feel all the roller coaster emotions she goes through.This story is

sweet and fun and it's hard to put down once you start...not because of any suspense or mystery

but because you really connect with the characters and want to spend more time with them.

Such a fun and enjoyable book. Another wonderfully entertaining story by Shari Tapscott!

Very funny and cute!

I absolutely adored this book! Following Riley's journey as she finds her way after graduating was

so relatable and inspiring! What a wonderful way to encourage girls everywhere to be themselves!

Fantastic job, Ms. Tapscott!

Loved this clean and sweet romance!
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